
Installing window �lms can have a learning curve, but we are con�dent that well prepared and instructed users can get 
excellent results. This is a more comprehensive guide to installing window �lm, and we hope to cover every possible 
aspect to installation. Having two people to install window �lms can help but it is not needed.

1. PREPARATION
 

2. MEASURE AND CUT THE FILM

USER’S MANUAL / INSTALLATION GUIDE

TOOLS YOU WILL NEED

1. Installation solution (soapy water) : This can be made by adding 8-16 drops of liquid soap for every 16 oz 
of water. The solution does not have to be exact, but the solution should feel slippery when rubbed between two 
�ngers. Fill a spray bottle with this installation solution (soapy water).

2. Squeegee : Every one of our �lms comes with a squeegee but you may want to use a larger one for larger 
windows. Although it is not necessary it can be quicker with a large squeegee. Keep in mind the squeegee should be 
hard in order properly squeeze out the water during installation.

3. Glass safe razor blade : Every one of our �lms also comes with a retractable razor blade. These blades will not 
scratch glass. We think our retractable knives are of good quality, but you can always use industry standard OLFA 
blades that are safe for glass.

4. Micro�ber cloth : Any cloth that is low or no lint is recommended. These should be used to clean and soak up 
excess installation solution.

A. It will be much easier to install �lm on smaller windows, so we suggest starting 
with the smallest window you are going to install �lm on.

B. Measure the width and height of the glass and then add at least ½ inch to each 
measurement. This extra margin will aid in the ‘trim to �t’ step of the installation.

C. You can then cut the �lm from the roll with these measurements. The �lms may 
not be exactly square, so it is best to just rely on using the straight length side of the 
roll of �lm.

1-A. Installing window �lm on a cool day and not in direct sunlight is ideal, optimal 
temperatures are between 60-75 degrees F.

1-B. An adjacent work surface next to the window is recommended, which extra 
towel or cloth to soak up excess spray from the installation solution.
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 3. CLEAN AND WET THE GLASS

4. REMOVING THE BLACKING/LINER

5. APPLYING THE FILM TO THE WINDOW

6. SQUEEGEEING THE FILM 

  

A. It is best to clean the window with a window scraper before any installation. 
A window scraper is a glass safe razor blade, usually with a handle that can scrape the 
glass of any contaminants without scratching the glass. Using the window scraper and 
installation solution all over the window will clean it of any caked-on dirt that wiping will 
not remove.

B. You can use the installation solution to also clean the window. Any non-ammo-
nia-based cleaners can be used to clean the window too. Blue Windex is ammonia based 
and should be avoided.

C. Using a no lint or low lint cloth will ensure the glass will be free of any dust.

D. It is recommended to clean the surrounding area of the glass, like the frame and seals 
before installation too.

A. Fine a corner of the �lm and start to separate the liner and �lm. The liner will always be 
clear and thinner than the �lm.

B. The best way to separate the �lm and liner is to use two pieces of tape. Attach one 
piece of tape to a corner of the �lm, half of the tape should be on the �lm 
and the other half should hang past the corner. Then use another piece of tape of the 
other side of the same corner. Hold onto the two over hanging pieces of tape and press 
them together, but not all the way. Then slowly separate the two pieces 
of tape; the liner and �lm should separate.

C. As you gently pull the liner away, spray the exposed adhesive side with the installation 
solution. This will make the �lm heavier and easier to manage, 
it will also prevent the �lm from sticking to itself or to any thing else.

A. Spray the window all over with the installation solution.

B. Wet your �ngers with the installation solution and pick up the �lm by the corners.

C. Lay the �lm on the window starting from the top. You can then move the �lm around 
into position.

D. If you are working with at least one straight edge or corner, you can position the �lm to 
the edge or corner, making sure the �lm is not touching the frame. The rest of the edges 
will have excess �lm.

E. When the liner is all pulled away, the �lm’s exposed adhesives side should be fully wet.

A. Spray on top of the �lm with the installation solution, this will help your squeegee glide 
across the �lm.

B. Use the squeegee and start at the center of the top and move out towards the sides, 
along the top.

C. Then squeegee down the center from the top to the bottom, creating a ‘T’.

D. Then always starting from the center, squeegee out towards the edges starting from the 
top to the bottom.

E. Squeegeeing pressure should be �rm to ensure proper extraction of excess moisture. 
Solution on top of the �lm will help the squeegee glide across the �lm while maintaining 
�rm pressure.
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7. TRIMMING TO FIT ON THE WINDOW

8. POST INSTALLATION

A. The edges with excess �lm will have to be trimmed, and this will be done using the 
squeegee and included retractable razor blade.

B. Using the squeegee as a guide, cut the �lm down the edge. The razorblade should be 
between the frame and squeegee, and the squeegee should be applying pressure 
towards the frame as you cut along the edge. A more advanced technique will use the 
razor blade to cut along the edge of the �lm and frame. It is best to have the squeegee 
up against the frame, between the razor blade and the frame. It will also create a tiny 
margin between the frame and the window, ensuring a perfect �t. (This technique can 
be harder for inexperienced installers)

C. Repeat this with all the edges.

D. Use a low lint cloth wrapped around the squeegee and squeegee the �lm again. The 
cloth will soak up any remaining moisture as you squeegee towards the edges.

A. Congratulations, you have installed window �lm. Each install will become easier and 
easier as you re�ne your techniques.

B. You can clean the �lm with the installation solution or with any non-ammonia-based 
window cleaners.

C. It can take a few days for the �lm to dry, and up to two weeks for it to fully cure.
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